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Matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) have been shown to be key players in both extracellular matrix remodeling and cell migration during cancer metastasis. MMP-14, a membrane anchored-MMP, in particular, is closely associated with these processes. The hemopexin (PEX) domain of MMP-14 has been proposed as the modulating region involved in the molecular crosstalk that initiates cell migration through homodimerization of MMP-14 as well as heterodimerization with the cell surface adhesion molecule CD44. In this study, minimal region(s) required for function within the PEX domain were investigated through a series of substitution mutations; blades I and IV were found to be involved in cell migration. We found that blade IV is necessary for MMP-14 homodimerization and that blade I is required for CD44-MMP-14 heterodimerization. Crosstalk between MMP-14 and CD44 results in phosphorylation of EGFR and downstream activation of the MAPK and PI3K signaling pathways involved in cell migration. Based on these mutagenesis analyses, peptides mimicking the essential outermost strand motifs within the PEX domain of MMP-14 were designed. These synthetic peptides inhibited MMP-14-enhanced cell migration in a dose-dependent manner, but have no effect on the function of other MMPs. Furthermore, these peptides interfere with cancer metastasis without affecting primary tumor growth. Thus, targeting the MMP-14 hemopexin domain represents a novel approach to inhibit MMP-14-mediated cancer dissemination.

Matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) are a class of zinc-dependent endopeptidases which collectively are responsible for the degradation of nearly all extracellular matrix (ECM) and basement membrane components at times of protease-mediated tissue remodeling (1). MMPs play roles within various areas of cancer pathology including tumor growth, metastasis, and angiogenesis, and MMP activation is increased in nearly all human cancers when compared to normal tissue (2). The catalytic domains of all MMPs share high amino acid similarity and their active sites are extensively conserved. As a consequence, distinguishing between MMPs with small molecule substrates or inhibitors is extraordinarily difficult. Lack of specificity, off-target effects, and troubling side effects led to difficulty in the clinic with active-site directed MMP inhibitors (3), thus reinforcing the current need for a more in-depth analysis of unique molecular features of individual MMPs.

With the exception of six membrane-anchored MMPs, the remaining seventeen human MMPs are destined for secretion into the extracellular milieu (4). MMP-14, a membrane type-MMP (MT1-MMP), is a critical protein in cancer invasion and metastasis. Invasion through collagen networks and subsequent collagenolysis relies principally on MMP-14, and not on secreted MMPs (5). After MMP-14 trafficking from the trans-Golgi network to the cell surface, proMMP-2 and -13 are activated, which further enhances the proteolytic repertoire characteristic of invasive cancer cells (6,7). In an effort to minimize the ECM remodeling necessary for tissue invasion, MMP-14 is localized at the invadopodia or the leading edge of the cell (8). This migratory front not only focuses ECM degradation, but it also enables cells to migrate through the tissue in the direction led by MMP-14. This inclination is accomplished through interaction of MMP-14 with a membrane-associated glycoprotein, CD44 (9).
The domain organization of most MMP family members is conserved, including that of MMP-14. Starting at the N-terminus, a signal peptide, a propeptide, a catalytic domain, a hinge region, and a hemopexin-like domain (PEX) comprise the conserved domains. In addition to these five typical domains, MMP-14, MMP-15, MMP-16, and MMP-24 also contain a transmembrane region and a short cytoplasmic tail (10). The PEX domain of MMP-14 is the region responsible for association with CD44 that leads to intracellular cytoskeleton rearrangements and the processing of migration and invasion machinery including proteolysis of proMMP-2 by MMP-14 (9, 11). The MMP hemopexin domain is a four-blade β-propeller (12, 13). On the cell surface, MMP-14 homodimerizes through its PEX domain, and dimer formation is a component of proMMP-2 activation (14).

In the present study, a detailed analysis of the MMP-14 hemopexin domain, including homo- and heterodimerizations, was undertaken in order to dissect the mechanism of MMP-14-mediated cell migration. The data presented provide detailed insight into how the individual blades of the MMP-14 PEX domain promote both cellular migration as well as invasion. Furthermore, synthetic peptides comprising the outer-strand amino acid sequences of the individual PEX domain blades were prepared and found to interfere with MMP-14-induced cell migration in vitro and to prevent cancer cell metastasis in vivo. The physiological impact of these small peptides serves as proof of principle for development of PEX-domain specific MMP inhibitory drugs.

**Experimental Procedures**

**Reagents:** Oligo primers were purchased from Operon (Huntsville, AL). The pcDNA3.1_myc expression vectors were purchased from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA). Anti-Myc, anti-HA antibodies were purchased from Roche (Indianapolis, IN). Anti-tubulin, anti-AKT, anti-pAKT, anti-ERK, anti-pERK, anti-pEGFR, and anti-EGFR antibodies were purchased from Cell Signaling Technology (Davers, MA). MMP-16 and MMP-25 plasmids were generously provided by Dr. Steven Weiss (University of Michigan). CD44H plasmid was generously provided by Dr. Bryan Toole (University of South Carolina).

**Cell Culture and Transfection:** COS-1 African green monkey epithelial, human fibrosarcoma HT-1080, breast cancer MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231, prostate cancer LNCaP, and human cancer MDA-MB-435 cell lines were purchased from ATCC (Manassas, VA) and were maintained in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (Invitrogen) with 10% fetal calf serum. Transfection of plasmid DNA (human) into cells was achieved using polyethylenimine (Polysciences) and the transfected cells were incubated for 48 h at 37 °C followed by biochemical and biological assays.

**DNA construction:** The construction of MMP-14-green fluorescent protein (MMP14-GFP) chimeric cDNA was reported previously (15). A construct to express MMP-14 with a carboxy-terminal Myc-tag (MMP14Myc) was engineered by inserting the MMP-14 open reading frame into the pcDNA3.1Myc vector (Invitrogen) to generate the MMP14Myc chimeric cDNA. Employing a two-step PCR approach (15), cDNA encoding a MMP-14 with an HA (human influenza hemagglutinin) tag (MMP14HA) between the propeptide and catalytic domains was generated. Briefly, the first step PCR was performed to amplify fragments A and B containing an HA tag with the complementary sequence at both the 3’ end of fragment A and 5’ end of fragment B using the primer set listed in Suppl. Table 1. The second PCR fused fragments A and B using forward primer 1563 and reverse primer 1564, and was followed by subcloning the entire cDNA into the pcDNA3 vector (Invitrogen). This approach was employed to generate all the substitution mutants in which blade strand sequences in the MMP-14 PEX domain were replaced with the corresponding sequences from MMP-1 to generate MMP14HA-MMP1I54, MMP14HA-MMP1I54, MMP14HA-MMP1I54, and MMP14HA-MMP1I54, respectively. The substitution mutant amino acid sequences are listed in Suppl. Table 2.

To generate GFP tagged MMP14-MMP1 mutants, MMP14-GFP chimeric cDNA was first cloned into retroviral vector pQXCIp (Clontech) to generate MMP14-GFP/pQXCIp. PCR was then performed to amplify MMP14HA-MMP1 chimeras using primers 1563 (forward primer, Suppl. Table 1) and 1486 (reverse primer: 5’ GAAGATCTG ACCATTTCTGAGAAAGAC 3’). The PCR fragments were digested by XhoI + BglII and the resultant XhoI-BglII fragments were cloned into
the MMP14-GFP/pQXCIP vector (XhoI and BamHI) to generate MMP14-MMP1_{144}, MMP14-MMP1_{145}, MMP14-MMP1_{146}, and MMP14-MMP1_{147}-GFP/pQXCIP. The accuracy of all the constructs was confirmed by DNA sequencing.

**Peptide Synthesis:** The peptides were synthesized by EZBiolab (Carmel, IN) and purity was determined to be greater than 98% by HPLC. Peptides were capped at N and C termini with acetyl and amide groups, respectively. Peptide sequences are listed in Suppl. Table 3.

**Data Mining Analysis of MMP-14:** Three independent cohorts (16-18) were analyzed for the correlation of MMP-14 with survival probability of patients with breast cancer. Stockholm (GSE 1456) and Rotterdam (GSE 2034) cohorts were obtained through the NCBI/GenBank GEO database. In the Stockholm dataset, there were 159 patients with mean age of 58 at diagnosis and mean tumor diameter of 22 mm. There were 286 patients with ages ranging from 26-83 and without any adjuvant therapy in the Rotterdam cohort.

Dichotomization of the patients was done by using the average expression value of MMP-14 for both cohorts. Then, patients were grouped into two; high MMP-14 (>mean) and low MMP-14(<mean). Kaplan-Meier analysis was performed to correlate MMP-14 expression with patient survival rate. Van de Vijver cohort was retrieved from Rosetta Inpharmatics. The age at diagnosis was 52 years or younger. (http://www.rii.com/publications/default.html). High MMP-14 and low MMP-14 dichotomization was done by using upper 1/3 and lower 1/3 of the patients. Kaplan-Meier analysis was performed to correlate MMP-14 expression with patient survival rate. Log Rank (Mantel Cox) was used to determine the statistical significance for the survival curve analysis of each cohort.

The correlation of MMP-14 expression with probability of metastasis was also evaluated in Van de Vijver cohort (16). MMP-14 expression in metastasis and metastasis-free groups was analyzed by using a two-tailed t-test with 95% of confidence intervals.

**Transwell Chamber Migration Assay:** Polycarbonate membranes with 8 μm pore size were assembled in Blind-Well Chemotactic Chambers (Neuro Probe, MD). The lower chamber was filled with DMEM containing 10% FCS. The upper chamber was filled with 20,000 cells suspended in the same FCS containing media. Chambers were incubated for 18 h at 37 °C. The cells remaining on the top surface of the membrane were removed with application of a cotton swab followed by three PBS washes. The cells on the bottom surface of the membrane were fixed, stained (0.1% crystal violet), and quantified by counting ten fields on the membrane under a 20X objective. For migration assays examining peptide inhibition, cells were incubated with peptides for 30 min prior to application to migration chambers.

**Co-Immunoprecipitation:** Cells were lysed in 1% CHAPS lysis buffer containing a protease inhibitor cocktail (Sigma). Cell lysates were incubated with either anti-Myc or anti-CD44 antibodies overnight. Antigen-antibody complexes were then precipitated by addition of protein A agarose beads (Invitrogen) for 1 h at 4°C. Immunoblotting was carried out with anti-HA antibody.

**Three Dimensional (3D) Invasion Assay:** Cells mixed with an equal volume of type I collagen (3 mg/ml) were dotted onto a 96 well plate followed by covering with additional layer of type I collagen gel (1.5 mg/ml). Media containing peptides were added and incubated for 24 h followed by counting invaded cells.

**Gelatin Zymography:** Gelatin zymography was carried out using 10% SDS-polyacrylamide gels containing 0.1% gelatin. After electrophoresis, SDS was removed by incubation of the gel with 2.5% Triton X-100 and gelatinase activity was recovered by incubation in a Tris-based buffer containing 10 mM calcium for 24 h. Gels were stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue, and enzymatic activity was detected by observing lack of gelatin protein in sample lanes, represented by a clear band.

**Retrovirus Infection:** A retroviral supernatant was obtained by co-transfection of a vector encoding the envelope gene (pAmphoteric) and a retroviral expression vector containing shRNA against CD44, or wild-type and mutant MMP14-GFP constructs into human embryonic kidney GP2-293 packaging cells (Clontech) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Cells were infected with the supernatant containing the retrovirus in the presence of 4 μg/ml polybrene and selected with 4 μg/ml of puromycin.

**Chorioallantoic membrane (CAM) angiogenesis assay:** This assay was performed as
previously described (19). Fertilized white chicken eggs (Charles River Laboratory, Wilmington, MA) were incubated at 37 °C in 75% humidity for three days. The chicken embryo was then removed from the shell and placed in a sterile petri dish for an additional 7 days in the incubator. Implantation of a tumor-cell soaked sponge was carried out on day 10 as previously described (19,20). Peptides were added to the sponge every day. On day 4 after implantation, new blood vessels were examined, photographed and counted.

In vivo animal studies: MDA-MB-435 cells expressing GFP (2 x 10^6) were inoculated subcutaneously into mammary tissue of 4-5 week-old female NCR-Nu mice with six mice per group (Taconic). Once palpable, tumors were measured twice/week and the volume was calculated using the following formula: \[ \text{volume} = \text{length} \times \text{height} \times 0.5236 \]. Mice were treated with generic scrambled-control peptide (Suppl. Table 3), IS4, or IVS4 peptide (20 mg/kg). Peptides were administered through intraperitoneal (IP) and intratumoral injection on alternate days, 6 days per week. At the end of the experiment, mice were sacrificed and tumor and lungs were dissected. Fresh lung sections were cut (~5 mm thick) and examined for the presence of GFP-expressing tumor foci. Lung metastases were visualized under the microscope using a FITC filter to detect metastatic MDA-MB-435/GFP cells.

Statistical Analysis: Data are expressed as the mean ± standard error of triplicates. Each experiment was repeated at least 3 times. Student’s t-test and analysis of variants (ANOVA) were used to assess differences with * \( P < 0.05 \), ** \( P < 0.01 \), *** \( P < 0.001 \).

RESULTS

Correlation between cancer patient survival rate and MMP-14 expression

Mounting evidence has demonstrated that MMP-14 plays an important role in cancer dissemination (21). To gain knowledge of the clinical significance of MMP-14 in patients with cancer, we employed a data mining approach to correlate MMP-14 expression with patient outcome. In the Van de Vijver cohort, which contains 295 patients with different stages of breast cancers (16), MMP-14 was upregulated in patients with metastatic breast cancer as compared to metastasis-free patients (p=0.003).

To determine the correlation between MMP-14 expression with patient survival rates, Kaplan-Meier survival analysis of publicly available microarray datasets was carried out. High expression of MMP-14 inversely correlated with patient survival time in all datasets analyzed (Fig. 1A-C) (16-18). These analyses emphasize that MMP-14 can be used as a prognostic marker for patients with cancer and provides clinical evidence for the role of MMP-14 in cancer dissemination. Furthermore, these analyses suggest that targeting MMP-14 is a viable approach to prevent cancer dissemination and to improve survival rates for patients with cancer.

Identification of motifs within the PEX domain of MMP-14 required for enhanced cell migration

The PEX domain of all MMPs exhibit a highly conserved structure composed of a disc-like shape, with the chain folded into a \( \beta \)-propeller structure that has pseudo-four-fold symmetry (22). Each propeller contains a sheet of four antiparallel strands with peptide loops linking one sheet to the next as illustrated in Fig. 2A. Only inner strands 1-3 within each blade are topologically conserved and can be superimposed (12,13). The fourth outer strand (S4) of each blade deviates considerably between different MMP PEX domains (12). This suggests that the inner three strands constitute the structural framework of the \( \beta \)-propeller architecture, while the outer strand of each blade mediates contacts with other specific protein components.

Given the PEX domain topology, the four outermost strands within the PEX domain of MMP-14 were individually replaced with corresponding regions of MMP-1 to generate MMP14_HA-MMP1 chimeras. The PEX domain of MMP-1 has low similarity to the PEX domain of MMP-14 (36% amino acid identity and 51% similarity). To visualize protein expression and trafficking, GFP cDNA was fused to the C-terminus of the wild type and mutant MMP-14 by a PCR approach. The resultant PCR products were cloned into a retroviral vector (see Experimental Procedures). These chimeras were examined for their ability to induce cell migration.
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FITC-labeled fibronectin coated-coverslips to simultaneously evaluate substrate degradation and cell migration (23). In agreement with our previous observation (24), the wild type MMP-14 infected cells digested fibronectin substrate, as observed by a loss of fluorescence labeled substrate, and the cells migrated as shown by the substrate degradation tracks (Fig. 2B, left panel). Similar patterns were observed in the cells expressing MMP14-MMP1\textsubscript{IS4}-GFP and MMP14-MMP1\textsubscript{IVS4}-GFP chimeras, whereas both MMP14-MMP1\textsubscript{IS4}-GFP and MMP14-MMP1\textsubscript{IVS4}-GFP chimeras failed to cleave substrate. This defect in ability to degrade substrate was not due to diminished enzyme biosynthesis and plasma membrane expression of the chimeras as detected by GFP expression in the cells (Fig. 2C).

To corroborate that mutation of blades I and IV results in defective cell migration, a second approach employing a phagokinetic assay was undertaken. In accordance with the FITC-substrate degradation assay shown in Fig. 2B (left panel), no migratory tracks were observed in LNCaP cells expressing blade I and IV chimeras as compared to cells expressing wild type and blade II and III chimeras (Fig. 2B, right panel). This observation was further validated using a Transwell chamber migration assay (Fig. 2D). These data substantiate that the outermost strands of blades I and IV are required for MMP-14-enhanced cell migration.

Requirement of the outermost strands of blades I and IV in proMMP-2 activation by MMP-14

It has been reported that the PEX domain of MMP-14 is required for proMMP-2 activation (14,25). To determine if the four outermost strands are involved in proMMP-2 activation, gelatin zymography was carried out. COS-1 cells expressing MMP-14 cDNA as well as MMP14\textsubscript{HA}-MMP1\textsubscript{IS4} chimera resulted in the conversion of proMMP-2 from its 72 kDa latent form to its 62 kDa fully active form via a 66 kDa intermediate form (Fig. 3A). Although the activation process of proMMP-2 occurred in COS-1 cells expressing MMP14\textsubscript{HA}-MMP1\textsubscript{IVS4}, the degree of proMMP-2 activation was somewhat reduced. In contrast, mutation to blades IS4 and IVS4 completely disrupts the MMP-14-regulated activation of MMP-2. The failure of proMMP-2 activation was not due to loss of protein synthesis as detected by comparable expression of wild type and mutant MMP14-MMP1 proteins in the transfected cells (Fig. 3A, middle panel).

Previous reports have indicated that MMP-14 forms homodimers as well as heterodimers with adjacent CD44 via the PEX domain (9,14). To determine if the loss of proMMP-2 activation and cell migration by mutant MMP-14 is due to defective dimer formation of MMP-14, a co-immunoprecipitation approach was employed. COS-1 cells were co-transfected with HA-tagged wild-type and mutant MMP-14 cDNAs along with Myc-tagged wild-type MMP-14 cDNA (MMP14\textsubscript{Myc}) followed by a combination of co-immunoprecipitation and Western blotting (26). Using this approach, we observed that MMP14\textsubscript{HA}-MMP1\textsubscript{IVS4} failed to co-precipitate with wild type MMP-14 (Fig. 3B), suggesting that the outermost strand of blade IV is required for homodimer formation.

Employing analogous immunoprecipitation experiments, motifs within the PEX domain of MMP-14 critical for interacting with CD44 were examined. Co-immunoprecipitation with anti-CD44 antibody was carried out followed by Western blotting with anti-HA antibody in COS-1 cells co-transfected with CD44H cDNA along with MMP14\textsubscript{HA} or MMP14\textsubscript{HA}-MMP1 chimeras. CD44H co-precipitated with MMP14\textsubscript{HA}, as well as with MMP14\textsubscript{HA}-MMP1\textsubscript{IS4}, MMP14\textsubscript{HA}-MMP1\textsubscript{IS4}, and MMP14\textsubscript{HA}-MMP1\textsubscript{IVS4} (Fig. 3C). However, the blade I mutant (MMP14\textsubscript{HA}-MMP1\textsubscript{IS4}) failed to co-precipitate with CD44H, suggesting that blade I is required for interacting with CD44H at the cell surface.

Identification of an MMP14-CD44-EGFR signaling cascade for cell migration

Utilizing an antibody array analysis, the amount of phosphorylated epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) was found to be increased in MMP-14-expressing COS-1 cells compared to mock-transfected COS-1 cells (Fig. 4A). Based on the established interactions between EGFR and MMPs, this avenue was further pursued. To validate the active EGFR status in MMP-14-expressing cells, Western blotting analysis using anti-phospho-EGFR antibody (pT\textsuperscript{1068}) was employed. An increase of phospho-EGFR was confirmed in MMP-14 cells as compared to vector and MMP14-MMP1\textsubscript{IVS4} transfected cells (Fig. 4B).
Given the substantial evidence for MMP-14/CD44 interaction, a cascade whereby MMP-14 cross talks with CD44 and signals through EGFR to the MAPK and PI3K pathways for cell migration was postulated. To test this hypothesis, endogenous CD44 in COS-1 cells was silenced by introducing a short hairpin RNA (shRNA) specific for endogenous CD44 and CD44 variants as we previously reported (26). Silencing CD44 in COS-1 cells resulted in failure to induce cell migration by MMP-14, examined by a Transwell chamber migration assay (Fig. 4C). This observation was further validated by using the fibronectin Substrate Degradation/Cell Migration assay (Fig. 4D).

Silencing CD44 in COS-1 cells interfered with MMP-14-mediated cell migration without affecting proteolysis of the underlying matrix. To validate the requirement for CD44 in MMP-14-induced EGFR activation, phospho-EGFR status was examined in CD44-silenced COS-1 cells. Upon silencing of CD44, MMP-14 failed to activate EGFR, consistent with a role for CD44 in MMP-14 signaling pathway (data not shown).

Activation of MAPK and PI3K pathways is believed to be mediated through CD44 and EGFR crosstalk (26). Phosphorylation of two common molecules in these signaling pathways, ERK1/2 and AKT, have been used to determine the activation status of MAPK and PI3K pathways (27). MCF-7 cells, a weakly invasive breast cancer cell line, were transfected with vector control, MMP14HA, and MMP14HA-MMP1IVS4 cDNAs. Phosphorylated ERK1/2 and AKT were detected in immunoblots. A substantial decrease in pERK1/2 and pAKT was observed in cells expressing mutant MMP14HA-MMP1IVS4 as compared to wild-type MMP-14-expressing cells (Fig. 4E). This reduction is presumably due to an inability to initiate crosstalk between CD44 and downstream signaling pathways.

**Design of inhibitory peptides mimicking MMP-14 critical motifs required for function**

Since dimerization of MMP-14 is required for function, we hypothesized that interference with MMP-14 dimerization will prevent MMP-14-signaling of cell migration. Based on the critical regions identified by our mutagenesis studies, peptides were synthesized to interfere with MMP-14 homodimer and CD44-MMP-14 heterodimer formation. These eight-amino acid peptides IS4, IIS4, IIIS4, and IVS4, comprise the amino acid sequence of the outermost strand of each PEX domain blade (Suppl. Table 3). MCF-7 cells transfected with MMP14-GFP cDNAs were pre-incubated with these peptides and the effect of the peptides on cell migratory ability were assessed by a Transwell chamber migration assay. Significant inhibition of MMP-14-mediated cell migration was observed in MCF-7 cells stably expressing MMP14-GFP chimera treated with IS4 and IVS4 peptides (Fig. 5A). IS4, IIIS4, or a scrambled peptide, had no effect on cell migration.

The peptide inhibitors were validated in additional cell lines, including COS-1 cells overexpressing MMP-14 (data not shown). Moreover, the peptides displayed dose-dependent inhibition in MMP-14-mediated cell migration (Suppl. Fig. 1). To determine if the peptides also affect cancer cell migration in cells producing endogenous MMP-14, human HT-1080 fibrosarcoma cells expressing high endogenous levels of MMP-14 were employed. HT-1080 cells were pre-incubated with IS4, IVS4, a combination of both peptides, or scrambled peptides, followed by a Transwell chamber migration assay. Only the IS4 and IVS4 peptides inhibited the migration of HT-1080 cells (Fig. 5B). A mixture of both peptides demonstrated an additive inhibitory effect on cell migration. A similar result was observed in human MDA-MB-435 cancer cells (data not shown).

To determine the specificity of the developed peptides, we tested inhibition by IS4 peptides on cells producing different secretory and membrane-bound MMPs. IS4 peptide did not interfere with MMP-9- and MMP-25 (MT6-MMP)-mediated COS-1 cell migration, but did have an inhibitory effect on MMP-14 (MT1-MMP)-mediated COS-1 cells migration (Fig. 5C, lower panel). The IS4 peptide sequence of MMP-14 is nearly identical to the corresponding sequence of MMP-16 blade I. In contrast, no significant conservation between the MMP-14 IS4 strand and other MMPs was found (Fig. 5C, upper panel).

Since cell migration is a critical determinate of cancer invasion, the IS4 peptide was assessed for its ability to inhibit cancer cell invasion. MDA-MB-231 cells express endogenous MMP-14 and are naturally invasive (Suppl. Fig. 2). MDA-MB-231 cells were examined in a 3D type I collagen
invasion assay in the presence of IS4 peptide and IS4-scrambled control peptides. Cells treated with control peptide invaded into the surrounding collagen, whereas cells incubated with IS4 peptide displayed a decreased invasive ability (Fig. 5D).

**In vivo evaluation of the specific peptides in tumor growth and metastasis**

To examine the potential efficacy of the peptides in vivo, the peptides were assessed for their stability in mouse serum. The peptides were incubated with undiluted mouse serum for various times followed by assessment of peptide function in a cell migration assay. There was no notable change in ability of the peptides to inhibit cell migration over 72 hours (data not shown).

The in vivo effects of the peptides were then assessed using MDA-MB-435 cancer cells stably expressing GFP cDNA, which facilitated visualization of metastatic lesions as well as tumor growth. This cell line was chosen for two reasons: 1) MDA-MB-435 cells express high levels of endogenous MMP-14; and 2) MDA-MB-435 cells possess high metastatic potential (28-30). Peptides were alternatively administered intratumorally and intraperitoneally. Although no statistically significant difference in tumor volume was observed in different groups, there was a trend toward more inhibition in the mice treated with IVS4 peptides (Fig. 6A). To analyze the effects of the peptides on tumor metastasis, lung sections of the tumor-bearing mice were harvested and 5-mm lung sections were examined under fluorescent microscopy for GFP signal (Fig. 6B). Scrambled control peptide-treated mice exhibited multiple large nodules, whereas the degree of lung metastasis was significantly reduced in IS4 and IVS4 peptide-treated mice (Fig. 6C). Tumor area in the lung was subsequently quantified; metastatic foci in mice treated with IS4 and IVS4 peptides were significantly smaller than mice treated with scrambled peptide (Fig. 6D). Throughout the 13-week period, no significant changes in body weight or signs of peptide toxicity were observed.

**Role of MMP-14 hemopexin domain in angiogenesis**

Since angiogenesis and the development of metastases are intrinsically connected (31), we examined if inhibition of cancer metastasis by the MMP-14 specific peptides is due to interference with MMP-14-induced angiogenesis. To this end, a CAM angiogenesis assay was employed. MCF-7 cells stably expressing MMP14-GFP were loaded onto the CAM and treated with inhibitory peptides as well as scrambled controls on a daily basis. After four days, we observed angiogenesis as represented by the fine neoepithelium contacting and radiating from the sponge absorbed with MMP-14 expressing MCF-7 cells in a spoke-like pattern. Treatment of MMP14-GFP transfected MCF-7 cells with inhibitory peptides reduced MMP-14-mediated angiogenesis as made evident by a lack of developed vessels (thin and narrow vessels) and a decreased number of new blood vessels (Fig. 7).

**DISCUSSION**

In this study, we employed a mutagenesis approach to identify minimal motifs within the outer strands of the PEX domain of MMP-14 required for cell migration. MMP-14 homodimerization and heterodimerization, dependent on blades IV and I of the PEX domain, respectively, initiate a signaling cascade leading to cell migration. Synthetic peptide-based inhibitors of these PEX domain motifs were shown to abrogate in vitro and in vivo MMP-14-mediated cell migration, invasion, and metastasis.

Upon trafficking of MMP-14 to the plasma membrane and subsequent docking, Itoh et al. (32) reported that homodimer formation of MMP-14 through the PEX domain facilitates proMMP-2 activation on the cell surface and promotes tumor cell invasion. It has also been established that cross-talk between MMP-14 and CD44 exists whereby heterodimerization of the surface proteins regulates the invasive front of the cell (33). Our micro-dissection of the hemopexin domain reveals, for the first time, the precise nature of the interaction between MMP-14 homodimers and MMP-14-CD44 heterodimers by a biochemical approach.

One of the important roles of MMP-14 is to activate proMMP-2 (10). This activation is reported to require MMP-14 dimerization via the PEX domain (14). However, the requirement of the MMP-14 PEX domain on proMMP-2 activation has been challenged based on the observations that deletion of the PEX domain did not affect MMP-14-mediated proMMP-2 activation (34-36). These contrary findings raise the question of whether MMP-14 homodimerization via the PEX domain is required for proMMP-2 activation. Our data indicates that
Dimerization of MMP-14 via the PEX domain is required for proMMP-2 activation due to the unique structures within the PEX domain.

The structure of isolated MMP-14 PEX domain protein was recently characterized by X-ray crystallography and as expected, the propeller tertiary structure characteristic of a hemopexin domain is formed (13). In addition, bulges in the outermost $\beta$ strands of blades I and IV, which are unique to MMP-14, were observed (13). Interestingly, the PEX domain is presented as having two modes of potential dimerization: symmetrical (PEX domain blades II/III & III/II) and asymmetrical (PEX domain blades I/II & I/II/III/IV) dimers.

In contrast to a previous report by Itoh et. al. (14) which showed interruption of homodimer formation abrogates proMMP-2 activation and cell invasion, Tochowicz et. al. (13) recently demonstrates that interference of MMP-14 homodimer formation only slightly reduces proMMP-2 activation, without affecting MMP-14-enhanced cell migration. Our data is in agreement with the published reports stating that homodimerization is a prerequisite for MMP-14-mediated proMMP-2 activation. Our data further agrees with the observation that mutations of key amino acids within the outermost strands of blade III of the PEX domain have only a slight effect on activation of proMMP-2. However, there is a disparity between our report with Tochowicz et. al. (13) in terms of mode of homodimerization and the role homodimers play in proMMP-2 activation. In the current study, we found mutation at blades II and III did not impair MMP-14-mediated proMMP-2 activation and cell migration (Fig. 2 & 3). In contrast, substitution of the bulged blade I and blade IV $\beta$-strands disrupts dimer formation in full length, membrane bound MMP-14 with failure to enhance cell migration and induce proMMP-2 activation. Our data suggest that in the native structure, the unique bulges of blades I and IV of MMP-14 play a critical role in dimerization and functionality. The discrepancy between our work, which employed full length native MMP-14 as does Itoh’s earlier work (14), and Tochowicz’s more recent crystallography paper (13), most likely arises from the fact that Tochowicz employed isolated PEX protein purified from E. Coli as opposed to the native protein. Further studies are required to clarify this issue.

The paradigm by which MMP-14 homodimerizes through blade IV and interacts with CD44 through blade I of the PEX domain leads us to believe that these interactions are key in mediating downstream signaling which promotes cell invasion. Expression of MMP-14 in cells results in activation of downstream signaling molecules, including ERK1/2 and AKT, both of which are required for MMP-14-mediated cell migration (37,38). Given the fact that deletion of the cytoplasmic domain of MMP-14 does not affect MMP-14-enhanced cell migration and invasion (36,39), it is likely that intracellular signaling relies on interactions with cell surface proteins (40), particularly CD44, which co-localizes with MMP-14 and has previously been reported to be necessary for the migration-promoting activity (9,33,41). Activation of EGFR requires the presence of both MMP-14 and CD44 and activated EGFR results in downstream phosphorylation of ERK1/2 and AKT to enable cell migration (Fig. 4). It has been demonstrated that cleavage of CD44 by MMP-14 is a prerequisite for MMP-14-enhanced cell migration (9,33,42,43), although MMP-14 is reported to be unnecessary for CD44 shedding in melanoma cells (44). Using a functional assay, we observed that co-expression of MMP-14, but not catalytic inactive MMP-14 mutant (E$_{240}$$\rightarrow$A), in COS-1 cells significantly reduced cell adhesion ability to hyaluronic acid (HA, a CD44 ligand)-coated culture plates (Suppl. Fig. 3), which is consistent with cleavage of CD44 by MMP-14. It still remains to be understood how cleaved CD44 subsequently activates receptor tyrosine kinases (i.e. EGFR), for additional signaling transduction. Nevertheless, our data outline a cascade of MMP-14-CD44-EGFR-MAPK/PI3K signaling resulting in cell migration. Of interest, we recently reported that expression of latent MMP-9 in transfected COS-1 cells induces cell migration through an interaction with CD44 resulting in a similar activation of the EGFR pathway (26).

We have previously reported that the different domains of MMP-14 play distinct roles in substrate degradation and cell migration (24). We further demonstrated that targeting either the catalytic domain or PEX domain efficiently inhibited MMP-14-mediated cell scattering/
invasion using a 3D cell scattering assay (24). Since the overall topology of the enzyme active site of MMP-14 is highly conserved with other MMPs (45), we hypothesized that developing an inhibitory reagent targeting the PEX domain can achieve inhibitor specificity (targeting only MMP-14) and tissue selectivity (targeting only MMP-14-expressing cancer cells).

Highly active anti-functional antibodies against the catalytic domain of MMP-14 have recently been demonstrated to be effective in blocking MMP-14-mediated tumor progression and metastasis in a pre-clinical model, suggesting that specific targeting of MMP-14 is a viable therapeutic approach (46,47). Antibodies directed against the PEX domain (39) and purified recombinant PEX domain alone significantly inhibited MMP-14-mediated cell migration (Suppl. Fig. 4). Although larger size proteins such as monoclonal antibodies have shown clinical potential as tumor targeting agents, they are limited by their large molecular size and resulting poor tumor penetration, as well as by their immunogenicity. These limitations can be overcome by using peptide ligands, which are smaller, less immunogenic, and easier to produce and manipulate. Based on our mutagenesis studies, we designed and characterized competitive peptides which interfere with MMP-14-mediated cancer cell migration and invasion. These peptides are highly specific for the PEX domain of MMP-14 and do not react with less conserved MMPs.

MMP-14 expression has been correlated with primary tumor growth and metastasis, as well as in vitro and in vivo angiogenesis (48). Detailed analysis of MMP-14-promoted tumor growth has suggested that the cytoplasmic domain, rather than the catalytic domain, is required for MMP-14 enhanced tumor growth (49,50). Consistent with these observations, inhibition of cell migratory ability by the administration of IS4 and IVS4 peptides to mice did not significantly reduce MDA-MB-435 primary tumor growth (Fig. 6). However, these peptides inhibited metastasis to the lungs of tumor-bearing mice, presumably through interference with MMP-14-mediated cell migration, invasion, and angiogenesis. Reduction of metastasis without affecting primary tumor growth has been previously reported with anti-metastatic genes and drugs targeting cancer cell migration and invasion (30,51,52).

In summary, we have identified a novel axis of signaling between MMP-14 homodimers and CD44 heterodimers which initiates downstream effectors for cell migration. The critical motifs within the PEX domain of MMP-14 that are required for such interactions were identified allowing for the development of highly specific inhibitory agents targeting MMP-14-mediated cell migration and invasion. These data, in addition to our previous observations regarding the PEX domain of MMP-9 (26,53), suggest a common mechanism required for cell function. Furthermore, we have achieved efficient control of spontaneous cancer metastasis in a pre-clinical model by targeting the PEX domain of MMP-14. In light of the fact that metastatic human cancers often express high level of MMP-14, our PEX-domain strategy provides proof of concept that targeting non-catalytic domains of MMPs is a viable approach to prevent cancer dissemination.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Fig. 1: Clinical relevance of MMP-14 in patients with breast cancer: DNA microarray data mining of Van de Vijver, Stockholm, and Rotterdam cohorts reveal a correlation between MMP-14 expression and overall survival rate using Kaplan-Meier survival analysis. Levels of MMP-14 RNA were dichotomized
at upper versus lower third (A) and mean (B,C). n=cases. Log Rank (Mantel Cox) was used to determine the statistical significance for the survival curve analysis of each group.

Fig. 2: Motifs within the PEX domain are required for cell migration:
A) Ribbon diagram of the PEX domain of MMP-14. The hemopexin domain is composed of four blades (I to IV). The outermost strands are labeled IS4 to IVS4, and colored magenta, orange, blue and green, respectively. The amino acid residues corresponding to the IS4, IIS4, IIIS4, and IVS4 peptides synthesized and tested are shown in stick form, and shown in pink, deep orange, light blue, and cyan. Cartoon created from 3C7X.pdb (13) using UCSF Chimera.

B) Assays for cell migration: Left panel, FITC-substrate (fibronectin) Degradation and Cell Migration assay employing wild-type and chimeric mutations of MMP-14-GFP expressed in COS-1 cells. Right Panel: Phagokinetic assay monitoring migration tracks of LNCaP cells expressing wild-type MMP14-GFP and chimeric constructs MMP14-MMP1IS4-IVS4-GFP.

C) Microscopic examination of wild type and mutant MMP-14 distribution in LNCaP cells: LNCaP cells stably expressing GFP, MMP14-GFP, and mutant MMP14-GFPs were microscopically examined under a confocal fluorescent microscope.

D) Transwell chamber migration assay: COS-1 cells transfected with cDNAs as indicated were subjected to a Transwell chamber migration assay. Each construct was assayed in triplicate and the experiments were repeated three times. ** P < 0.01. Two-tailed Student’s t-test employed.

Fig. 3: Requirement of dimerization of MMP-14 for proMMP-2 activation:
A) Gelatin zymography and Western blotting: The conditioned media from COS-1 cells transfected with wild type and mutant MMP-14 cDNAs were examined by gelatin zymography. The total cell lysates were examined for protein biosynthesis using anti-HA antibody. α- and β- tubulin antibodies were employed as a loading control.

B) Co-immunoprecipitation: COS-1 cells transfected with MMP14Myc and MMP14HA, or MMP14HA-MMP1 mutation chimeras were pulled down with anti-Myc antibody followed by Western blotting with anti-HA antibody. Aliquots of total cell lysates served as input controls and were examined by Western blotting using anti-HA and anti-Myc antibodies, respectively.

C) Co-immunoprecipitation: COS-1 cells transfected with CD44H and MMP14HA or MMP14HA-MMP1 chimeras were pulled down with anti-CD44 antibody followed by Western blotting with anti-HA antibody. Aliquots of total cell lysates served as input controls and were examined by Western blotting using anti-HA, and anti-CD44 antibodies, respectively.

Fig. 4: MMP-14 mediates cell migration through CD44 and EGFR activation:
A) Kinex antibody microarray analysis: MCF-7 cells stably expressing MMP-14 as well as control were analyzed using Kinex antibody assay service. EGFR was significantly activated in MMP-14 expressing cells.

B) Western blotting: COS-1 cells transfected with GFP control, MMP14HA, and MMP14HA-MMP11IVS4 cDNAs were examined by Western blotting using anti-pEGFR and anti-EGFR antibodies.

C) Transwell chamber migration assay: COS-1 cells stably expressing luciferase shRNA or CD44 shRNA were transfected with GFP control and MMP-14 cDNAs followed by a Transwell chamber migration assay. Each construct was assayed in triplicate and the experiments were repeated three times. ** P < 0.01. Two-tailed Student’s t-test employed.

D) FITC-substrate (fibronectin) degradation and cell migration assay was also performed in CD44 or luciferase shRNA-silenced COS-1 cells transfected with MMP-14 cDNA.

E) Activation of AKT and ERK1/2 examined by Western blotting: Phosphorylation status of AKT (upper panel) and ERK1/2 (lower panel) in MCF-7 cells transfected with vector control, MMP14HA and MMP14HA-MMP11IVS4 mutant cDNAs was examined.

Fig. 5: Inhibitory effect of designed peptides on MMP-14-mediated cell migration and invasion:
A) Transwell chamber migration assay in cells expressing exogenous MMP-14: MCF-7 cells stably expressing GFP control or MMP14-GFP were pretreated with scrambled (Control) or blade-specific peptides (100 μM) followed by a Transwell chamber migration assay. ** P <0.01. Two-tailed Student’s t-test employed.

B) Transwell chamber migration assay in cells expressing endogenous MMP-14: HT-1080 cells expressing endogenous MMP-14 were examined by a Transwell chamber migration assay in the presence of scrambled or blade-specific peptides (100 μM). * P <0.05, ** P <0.01. Two-tailed Student’s t-test employed.

C) Transwell chamber migration assay in cells expressing different MMPs: Upper panel: Comparison of the amino acid sequences between MMP-14 IS4 and that of other MMPs. Lower panel: COS-1 cells transfected with MMP cDNAs were examined by a Transwell chamber migration assay in the presence of IS4 or IS4-scrambled peptides (100 μM). * P <0.05, ** P <0.01. Two-tailed students t-test employed.

D) 3D invasion assay: MDA-MB-231 cells (1 x 10^4) were examined by a 3D invasion assay in the presence of IS4 or scrambled peptides (100 μM). Invading cells at the cell-collagen interface were microscopically counted after an 18-hour incubation. Each construct was assayed in triplicate and the experiments were repeated three times.

Fig. 6: Interference with tumor metastasis by IS4 and IVS4 peptides:
A) Xenographic mouse tumor model: Mice bearing MDA-MB-435/GFP tumors were treated with the peptides (20 mg/kg) 6 days/week. Tumor growth was monitored twice/week.
B) Imaging of lung sections (~5 mm) at the end of experiment to identify metastasis.
C-D) Lung metastases were microscopically counted and size of metastatic nodules was determined using ImageJ software analysis based on GFP expression. The area of metastatic foci per field of examination was quantified from 10 random sites of three different slides for each mouse. * P < 0.05, ** P <0.01.

Fig. 7: Decrease of new blood vessel formation by the peptides: CAM assay was performed to measure new blood vessel formation. Sponges absorbed with tumor cells were loaded onto the CAM. The peptides (100 μM) were added every day. New blood vessels were photographed (A) and counted under a stereo-microscope (B). Two-tailed Student’s t-test employed. * P < 0.05, ** P < 0.01.
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A. Schematic diagram of the protein structure with labeled domains.

B. Fluorescence images with FITC and Phase Contrast overlays for different constructs.

C. GFP, MMP14-GFP, and MMP14-MMP1-IS4-GFP images showing migration patterns.

D. Graph showing the number of migrated cells per 10 fields (20x) with statistical significance:
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target Protein Name</th>
<th>Phospho Site (Human)</th>
<th>Control Average</th>
<th>Treated Average</th>
<th>Treated/Control (Fold Change)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EGFR</td>
<td>Y1068</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>1015</td>
<td>3.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGFR</td>
<td>Y1173</td>
<td>332</td>
<td>889</td>
<td>2.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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